The 12th Annual Community Group Art Exhibition

- OLHSA
- CARE of Southeastern MI
- Grace Centers of Hope
- Mariners Inn
- Hannan Center
- Bridges Academy
- John D. Dingell VA Medical Center
Yellow Person, drawing

Your Way, drawing

Barbara McGee

Hannan Center
Young Woman and her Suitors, based on Sculpture by Alexander Calder,
Blind Contour Artwork

Young Woman and her Suitors, based on Sculpture by Alexander Calder,
Color Blind Contour
Reaching, drawing
Healing Hands, drawing

Calder, Too!, drawing

Gayle Watson

Hannan Center
Joya Rush-Keli

Hannan Center

*Looks Like Calder 1, drawing*

*Looks Like Calder 2, drawing*

*Some Helping Hands, drawing*
Marguerite Carlton

Hannan Center

A Calderish Study, drawing

pen and coffee with a dash of water #1, drawing

pen and coffee with a dash of water #2, drawing
Nancy Wolfe

Hannan Center

hands on 1, drawing

hands on 2, drawing
Committed to Memory, drawing
Talibah Garnett

Hannan Center

Free at Last, drawing
An immense thank you to our supportive and talented partners for their dedicated collaboration.

The 12th Annual Community Group Art Exhibition is organized by the Detroit Institute of Arts.